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rifle probably doesn’t look much 
like your grandfather’s rifle either.

Sanetti emphasized that these 
AR-15-platform sporting rifles are 
not “assault weapons,” as they are 
frequently and incorrectly labeled 
by organizations, media and elected 
officials who would like to ban 
them. “An assault weapon is fully 
automatic -- a machine gun -- while 
rifles based on the AR-15 platform 
are semi-automatic,” said Sanetti. 
“Civilian ownership of fully auto-
matic firearms has been severely 
restricted since 1934.”

The multi-pronged campaign 
will use print, video and Web-based 
components to reach as wide an 
audience as possible, with empha-
sis placed on educating sportsmen 
whose preference for traditional-
looking firearms can lead them to 
misunderstand AR-15-platform 
rifles and to even describe them us-
ing terms such as “assault weapon,” 
which inadvertently lends sup-
port to those wanting to ban these 
rifles.

The campaign’s educational ads 
have been placed in major firearm 
and sporting magazines such as 
Field & Stream and Outdoor Life 
and on outdoor cable television 
networks. The campaign’s materials 
can also be seen on a dedicated Web 
site, which expands the educational 
messages delivered in the media 
campaign to promote an even bet-
ter understanding of how civilian 
sporting rifles have evolved from 
military rifles over time.

The Web site offers video, a 
timeline of military-to-civilian rifle 
evolution plus interactive features 
that identify the components and 
functionality of modern sporting 
rifles. There is also a facts section 
of the site, where gun owners can 
arm themselves with facts to correct 
individuals, media and organiza-
tions who are misinformed about 
these rifles.

“We ask everyone who values 
their gun ownership rights to cor-
rect misunderstandings about the 
use and operation of these modern 
sporting rifles,” said Sanetti. “If we 
let misinformation go unchecked, 
we only assist those who would 
ban ownership of these and other 
types of semi-automatic firearms, 
like your duck-hunting shotgun. We 
can’t let that happen.”

Visit the Web site at www.nssf.
org/MSR to learn more about mod-
ern sporting rifles.

SUPREME COURT 
TO HEAR CASE 

AFFECTING 
OUTDOOR MEDIA 

The U.S. Supreme Court is 
slated to hear oral arguments in 
U.S. v. Stevens on Oct. 6. NSSF 
alerted conservation, sportsmen 
and outdoor media groups to this 
case previously and filed an amicus 
brief with the court. The case centers 
around a 1999 federal statute used 
to prosecute a Virginia man on 
animal cruelty-related charges that 
could similarly be used to prosecute 
retailers for stocking and selling 
books, DVDs or art depicting hunt-
ing scenes. In the 2004 case, the de-
fendant was initially convicted, but 
the decision was later overturned 
by the Third Court of Appeals as a 
violation of the First Amendment. 
NSSF opposes animal cruelty which 
is illegal in every state, but hunting 
scenes -- which date back to cave 
drawings -- are not representative 
of such criminal behavior. The Hu-
mane Society of the United States 
has filed an amicus brief for the 
government.

Wisconsin Governor 
Signs Families Afield 

Bill BARRIERS 
REMOVED IN 29 

STATES
A nearly five-year effort to re-

move barriers for young hunters in 
Wisconsin came to a close Thurs-
day when Gov. Jim Doyle signed 
legislation that will provide young 
people ages 10 and over with the 
opportunity to get in the field and 
experience hunting with a licensed 
mentor. The legislation is the 
culmination of nearly five years 
of work for the Families Afield 
program, founded by the National 
Shooting Sports Foundation, Na-
tional Wild Turkey Federation 
and the U.S. Sportsmen’s Alliance. 
The cornerstone of the program 
has been the apprentice hunting 
concept, which is embodied in the 
new Wisconsin law. “Replacing 
our ranks as older sportsmen leave 
hunting is critical to conservation 
and hunting,” said NSSF President 
Steve Sanetti. “This new law is a 
major tool for accomplishing that 
important task.”


